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GW Law Review Symposium Debates
Legalities of War on Terror
Symposium Parti
BY HA\^-rHUKTUN LA

TTA &

NIKHIL SHIMPI

Staff Writer & News Editor
On the day after President George
W. Bu sh signed into law a bill that is de
signed to create a novel legal procedure
for trying suspected terrorism suspects, the
George Washington Law Review hosted a
symposium on the importance and future
impact of the U.S. Supreme Court's 2005
decision in Hamdan v. Rumsfeld.
That case limited the ability of the
government to try suspected non-citizen
terrorists captured in a field of war accord
ing to new military legal procedures or to
hold them without trial. The Symposium
featured five panels that examined many
aspects of the landmark Supreme Court
decision, and featured a keynote address
by John B. Bellinger III, Legal Advisor to
the Secretary of State.
"To be nonpartisan does not mean
to be uninvolved in issues," Law School
Dean Thomas Lawrence urged in his
opening remarks, encouraging students
not to focus on the "left" or "right" issue,
but rather to explore the rule of law.
But its contentious nature was obvi

ous from the tone of the debate, which honesty."
The first panel, entitled "Enemy
touched on the ability of international law
to restrain the actions of countries in war Combatants Under the Radar," focused
time, the use of domestic courts to try ter on the existence and use of secret prisons
overseas, as well
rorism suspects,
as the transport
and the existence
ing of detainees
[Rendition includes any
of minimum legal
between coun
standards for the
transfer of detainees from
tries.
The panel's
trial of suspects.
one
site
to
another
for
the
moderator,
GW
D u r i n g
Law
School
Dean
the panel Friday
purposes of standing trial. But
Peter Raven-Hanmorning, partici
the
"extraordinary
renditions
"
sen,
described
pants had agreed
the
substantial
that the U.S. has engaged in
to present their
increase in "ex
opinions only
since 9/11 have served allowed traordinary
rendi
if they were not
the
US
to
employ
the
services
tions"
since
9/11,
quoted on the
and
likened
the
record - due to
of countries who engage
public
knowledge
continuing attor
in coercive interrogation,
of such renditions
ney-client duties
to the common
including
torture.
of confidentiality.
metaphor
of six
It was the only
~blind
men
touch
panel not to be
broadcast on the C-Span television net ing an elephant: "they're all partially right,
work, and Nota Bene reporters were also but they are all wrong."
Despite recent statements by Conspecifically prevented from taking notes
during this panel. Law Review Editor-in- doleeza Rice and President Bush, during
Chief Irene Ayzenberg stated that "their which "the owners of the elephant came
being off the record really allowed the forward," Prof. Raven-Hansen noted that
listeners to benefit from their candor and "we still do not know exactly what the

program looks like."
Dean Raven-Hansen said that ren
dition includes any transfer of detainees
from one site to another for the purposes
of standing trial. But the "extraordinary
renditions" that the U.S. has engaged in
since 9/11 have served allowed the US
to employ the services of countries who
engage in coercive interrogation, includ
ing torture.
The program allowed the U.S. to
employ the services of third-party coun
tries, such as Sweden, in sending detainees
to third countries such as Syria and Egypt.
Dean Raven-Hansen commented that
renditions gave the U.S. a tool to flout in
ternational law, because secret or "ghost"
detainees could not assert their rights, and
to gain information.
Professor Margaret L. Satterthwaite
of NYU and Professor Leila Nadya Sadat
of Washington University addressed the
legal arguments for and against extraor
dinary rendition. The panel also included
Dr. Michael Scheuer, Chief of the CIA's
Bin Laden Unit from 1996-1999 and
author of "Imperial Hubris: Why the
West is Losing the War on Terror," and
Prof. Robert M. Chesney of Wake Forest
University.
•

Students Break Fast at MLSA Sponsored Iftaar
According to Umar Akbar Ahmed,
LLM, whom the MLSA recruited to
Staff Writer
speak at its final iftaar celebration, Ra
madan is the ninth month of the Islamic
Approximately 30 students and (Hijri) calendar, established in the year
faculty members gathered last Monday 638 AD, which Muslims treat as the most
to mark the end of another day of fasting venerated and spiritually-beneficial month
of the Islamic year
m
during the Muslim
largely because "it is
holy month of Ra
Although Muslims
the month in which
madan. The Muslim
the first verse of the
Law Students Associ
celebrate Eid-al-Fitr,
Holy Quran was re
ation (MLSA) hosted
the Islamic holiday
vealed to the Prophet
the iftaar (fast-break
which marks the end of
Mohammed."
ing), which constitut
Ahmed further
ed its fourth and final
fasting, Ramadan and
explained that during
celebration of the
the beginning of the next the month of Rama
sort. The MLSA took
month quite grandly, each dan, Muslims fast
advantage of its final
from material plea
the iftaar celebration
iftaar allows Muslims the sures
such as eating,
to expose members
opportunity
to
gather
with
drinking,
smoking
of various student or
and
engaging
in sex
ganizations, includ
family and friends to pray
ual
intercourse
from
ing those with other
and
eat
in
a
celebratory
dawn
until
dusk.
He
religious affiliations,
explained
that
the
fashion.
to a particularly im
main purpose of fastportant Muslim tra
"™"—ing during Ramadan
dition and to engage
them in dialogue about the role of fasting is not for Muslims to go hungry, but rather
in different religious traditions to expose to engage in reflection and self-control.
the many similarities.
BY WASIM RAHMAN

First year Nehal Memon (right) dined with Aminah Mohammed, a guest who works in

See MLSA page 3 the Foggy Bottom area at MLSA's iftaar.
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Procurement Law Experts Discuss
Reconstruction in Iraq
tor General for Iraq Reconstruction, was
more optimistic about progress. "ThreeStaff Writer
fourths of the sites we visited had made
real progress and substantial construction
As the controversy around the was underway everywhere we looked,"
awarding of government contracts dur- he said. "I feel strongly that the oversight
ing the war in Iraq continues, the George we have provided to the reconstruction
Washington University Law School of Iraq has enhanced the value of this
recently hosted a forum investigating investment of the American taxpayer."
U.S. government construction contracts Bowen previously served since 2004 as
designed to rebuild the war-torn nation.
the Inspector General for the Coalition
The panelists at the recent collo- Provisional Authority,
quium "Deconstructing Iraq ReconstrucKatherine V. S chinasi, Managing
tion" shed some light on the progress of Director of Acquisition and Sourcing
reconstruction since the American inva- Management in the U.S. Government
sion. "In between the violence and the Accountability Office, made up the last
lack of progress, I would not be surprised third of the panel. "It is difficult to assess
if there would be no eviall of the progress, or
dence of any successful
lack of, when you are
contracting 10 years
"//I between the
in an environment with
from now/'T. Christian violence and the lack of ™ real infrastructure,"
Miller said.
she said. Sometimes
Miller is the au- progress, I WOllld not be it is impossible to measure an success bethor of "Blood Money: surprised if there would
Wasted Billions, Lost
,
.,
cause oversight is such
n0 Cadence of any
Lives, and Corporate
a probiern ... but what
Greed in Iraq," which
successful contracting numbers we have show
t ha^on^ Problem is
illustrates procurement
f
10 years from now."
problems m Iraq. Miller
_
_
funding,
asserts in the book that
~ T. Christian Miller
Schinasi and
Deputy Defense Sec- ^^mmmm Bowen recently testiretary Paul Wolfowitz
fied at a hearing before
was incorrect when he said three years ago the House Committee on Government
that revenues from Iraqi oil reserves would Reform. Both made arguments supporting
pa-y for most of the cost of the invasion of the use. of American troops, but held that
the country and its aftermath.
more could be done. "The whole procure"Three years and $30 billion later, ment process in Iraq is too bureaucratic."
Iraq remains a quagmire of inefficiency, she said blaming the State Department's
corruption, violence, and terrifying decision to make cuts to funding for govchaos," Miller said.
ernment procurement in Iraq. "When you
Stuart W. Bowen, Special Inspec- lose half of your budget, how can you
Bv PATRICK H.J. HUGHES

y

has been the only journalist in the United
reach your goals?"
Bowen supported his claims with States who has been exclusively dedi
an extensive and detailed report focusing cated to covering the reconstruction of
on the relief and reconstruction efforts Iraq. He recently uncovered a scandal
in Iraq. At the colloquium, Bowen read in which the Army Corp of Engineers
from the report, which he distributed to listed $362 million in potential contracts
for a nonexistent
the audience. His
contractor labeled a
findings were con
"I feel strongly that the
"Dummy Vendor."
clusive: "the U.S.
government was not
oversight we have provided A Corps' official
acknowledged that
systematically wellto the reconstruction of
the "fake" budget
poised to provide the
entries were im
Iraq has enhanced the
kind of contracting
and procurement
value of this investment of proper, but denied
any illegality.
support needed at
the American taxpayer."
Miller and the
the time of the 2003
rest of the panelists
invasion of Iraq."
~ Stuart W. Bowen
brought up many
The panel was
complex issues con
moderated by Senior
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs Ste cerning the war and U.S. investment. "If
ven L. Schooner, who is also the co-direc the contracts for work in Iraq go to private
tor of the Procurement Law Program at contractors, what does that do for the mo
GW Law. "One of the truly great aspects rale of our soldiers?" Miller asked.
Schinasi blamed the overabundance
of studying government contract law
in D.C., and particularly at GW, is that of red tape, both in Iraq and in Washing
leading experts in the field—private, gov ton, for procurement shortcomings and
ernment, judicial, and academic—enjoy low morale in Iraq. "We aren't where we
participating in our programs, in large need to be. Much of this is because the
part because of the sophistication of the process itself is too cumbersome."
people who attend," he said.
Numerous military personnel were
Dean Schooner has worked with present in the audience. They were
Bowen in another forum at GW Law not afraid to voice their opinions. "We
and has continually kept in contact with couldn't build, we always had to worry
Miller, who first sought out Schooner about security," an audience members
when he started reporting in the field, shouted.
'
"Once I read a draft of [his] boo k, I was
The Government Procurement Law
convinced it made sense to have him Program's next colloquium, "Procure
discuss the book here at the law school," ment in the European Union," will be 12
noon, October 31, at the Faculty Confer
Dean Schooner said.
As a reporter for the Washington ence Center on the fifth floor of the Jacob
•
bureau of the Los Angeles Times, Miller Burns Law Library.

Heated Debate Surrounds Use of Civilian
Courts to Try Terrorism Suspects
Symposium Part II

the nation's courts were correct to balance dures Act, which governs the procedures
the rights of the defendants against the for safeguarding information at trial,
News Editor
national security needs of the executive Judge Rosen argued that the constitution
branch. The executive branch was also demands certain minimums of alternate
The restrained surrounding of the entitled to resort to military tribunals evidence if the government does not wish
to divulge secret or valuable information
Jacob Burns Moot Courtroom in which rather than civilian courts.
Federal Judge
•••••••Hi at trial. In the ab
the second panel of the GW Law Review
sence of such alter
Symposium, entitled "Trying Enemy Gerald E. Rosen, of
"From inside the terrorism nate evidence, Judge
Combatants in Civilian Courts," was held the Eastern District
groups, I learned how
Rosen said that the
did nothing to prevent heated debates of Michigan said
government would
about the minimum standards that the that information that
terror is drawn from
not be able to meet
government should accord suspects of might arise during
sense of injustice."
its constitutional ob
a court case could
terrorism.
ligations, and would
"From inside the terrorism groups, I jeopardize countries
~ Michael German
have to overturn the
learned how terror is drawn from sense of participating in the
cases for lack of evi
injustice," said Michael German, policy various U.S.-led
counsel for the American Civil Liberties campaigns against terrorism, as well as dence.
"There are serious problems with
Union and a former undercover agent the viability of leads necessary to protect
who infiltrated Neo-Nazi groups. " [Lead the country against future acts of terror the admission of evidence," Judge Rosen
ers] often have to use extreme logical ism. He noted that in one of the cases in said, noting that the requirement that evi
gymnastics to create a universe where they which the presence of a cell phone that dence be authenticated under the Federal
are being persecuted. It is very difficult was allegedly a direct line to Osama Bin Rules of Evidence would likely bar the
to convince their supporters to engage in Laden had been divulged by a federal admission of photos surreptitiously ob
agent to the press, resulting in the loss of tained, or admissions from secret agents.
violence."
"Some cases will not be able to be tried
But the other participants, prosecu a valuable channel of information.
Judge Rosen, however, was in a dif in [Federal Courts]."
tors and a sitting judge who have handled
His voice rising at times to an
terrorism cases, seemed to agree that ficult position as a sitting Federal Judge,
whose
pronouncements
could
result
in
emotional
pitch, German countered that
minimum standards of justice, such as
his
current
or
former
decisions
being
civilian
trials
according to normal rules
non-coerced evidence, confrontation, and
overturned.
While
noting
the
existence
of
evidence
had
a goal different from
due process, to which terrorism suspects
were entitled were not absolute. Instead, of the Confidential Information Proce achieving retribution. "There's a more
BY NIKHIL SHIMPI

important audience out there, the terrorist
audience. Anything we do that gives them
something to point at creates" the poten
tial for terrorists to use the incident as a
recruiting tool. German cited the actions
of the British in Northern Ireland during
the 1970s as a parallel in which the British
government's decision to treat suspected
IRA terrorists like ordinary criminals cre
ated an effective recruiting tool.
But Mary-Jo White, a former US
Attorney for the Southern District of
New York, argued the necessity of try
ing suspects in a military tribunal despite
the fact that she had been a successful
prosecutor in numerous terrorism cases.
The government might be unable to use
secret or coerced evidence in its trials
at any point in a civil trial. " We knew
that at any point, we might just have to
let them go," she said. Freeing suspects
might inhibit the government's ability to
prevent future acts of terrorism.
"This debate has been framed as
one in which there is tension between the
rights of detainees and the exigencies of
counter-terrorism," said moderator Prof.
Ralph Steinhardt of GW Law School
in conclusion, "but there is also tension
between creativity and fidelity to the rule
of law or what was done before."
•
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Detainees Rights Under the Geneva
Convention
Symposium Part III

the war on terror and its unusual blend of Uniform Military Code of Justice.
non-state actors and state actors, Wash
But Drumble located the source
News Editor
ington & Lee School of Law Prof. Mark of international obligations in Common
A. Drumbl, noted his experience during Article III, of the Geneva Conventions,
A panel of experts in international the Rwandan Civil War, where the Inter which provides for certain minimum stan
law, speaking during the GW Law Review national Criminal tribunal for Rwanda dards of due process for those non-state
Symposium, agreed that the Geneva Con (ICTR) accorded
actors fighting wars
ventions accorded with basic norms under suspects significant
with states. Those
"When we are victims, we
international law, and that the United due process rights
obligations include
States had not acted in accord with those during the midst
prove very different. We
a "regularly con
conventions during the recent U.S.-led of a genocidal dis
stituted tribunal"
cannot have a universal
campaigns against terrorism.
pute that the par
as well as preven
international system where
The panel appeared to agree that ticipants viewed as
tion against acts
the U.S. must accord terrorism suspects still incomplete.
of
violence against
the nationality of the victim
minimum standards under international
"When we
defendants.
determines the process
law with regard to the length of detention are victims, we
Prof. Sean
and type of trial accorded them, although prove very differ
or punishment given."
Murphy of the GW
the professors disagreed about the source ent," Drumbl said.
~ Professor Mark A. Drumbl Law School also
of such obligations.
agreed common
"We cannot have
Washington & Lee School of article III applied
Prof. Frankopan noted wryly that a universal inter
there were other nations with writers, national system
despite the fact that
Law
musicians, and "all the things necessary where the nation
the "enemy comto be modern civilized nations" that the ality of the victim ^
batants" involved
United States had failed to heed during determines the process or punishment were neither internal terrorists nor state
actors to which other provisions of the
the "War on Terror." Other nations that given."
Prof. Drumbl, who is Director of convention apply.
had dealt with terrorism had not resorted
to measures outside the Geneva conven the Transnational Law Institute at W & L
While the United States had not
School of Law, said that it would be pref signed the optional first protocol to the
tions, she said.
In response to a question from the erential to have trials under the Geneva Convention, U.S. pronouncements had
audience about the continuing nature of Convention's standards or those of the indicated that it the government would
BY NIKHII. SHIMPI

attempt to abide it, he argued. That gave
the protocol, especially article 75 to the
protocol which defines the requirements
for such tribunals, independent status as
customary international law.
Prof. Frankopan argued that the
obligations under international law were
implicit in customary international law
derived from the natural law tradition and
such thinkers as Saint Thomas Aquinas.
According to her, alleged U.S. government
actions such as torture and irregular tribu
nals constituted a violation of preemptory
norms of international law regardless of
specific treaty langauge.
The lack of individualized trials for
those detainees no longer regarded as a
threat and the different treatment of aliens
from U.S. citizens bothered the panelists.
But Prof. Drumbl argued, unusually, that
terror tribunals could never serve as a de
terrent to the criminal actions of terrorists.
They were instead communicative devices
intended to assure the international com
munity about the fairness of the U.S. legal
process.
"Their punishment is not to be
denied the protections of the Geneva
Convention, but to be tried underneath
the conventions," he said.
•

MLSA, Continued from page 1
For example, while the Quran
requires that Muslims refrain from lying, cheating and participating in like
forbidden acts throughout the year, it is
especially important for Muslims to live
righteously during Ramadan. Ahmed said
that the Prophet Mohammed (the final
Prophet of Islam) designated as a true
observer of the fast one who also gives
up such bad acts in addition to food and
drink.
Although
Muslims celebrate
Eid-al-Fitr, the
Islamic holiday
which marks the
end of fasting,
Ramadan and the
beginning of the
next month quite
grandly, each iftaar
allows Muslims
the opportunity to
gather with family and friends to
pray and eat in a
celebratory fashion. For example,
the white House

Wolcott said. "[Given the current] climate
globally and in our country, it is important to recognize that we are all similar,
At the heart of it, we are all seeking the
same thing."
Many non-Muslim attendees at the
iftaar observed as the Muslim students
prayed although they did not participate
in the prayer themselves. Aaron Titus,
2L and member of the J. Reuben Clark
Law Society [and
member of Nota

js alwayS good to sit down
and let people talk about
their tradition and be able
,

..

.

to make connections to your
own. [Given the current]
climate globally and in our
...

BeneJ; h.ke many

non-Muslimspresent at the celebration- witnessed a
Muslim prayer for
thefirsttime,

"It was good
to have an envl;

ronment where I
ask quesTitus said,
"I take it as a high
compliment someone would invite

Country, it IS important to
could
recognize that we are all tions,"
.

.,

A.

Similar. At the heart of It,

we are all seeking the same
thing "
"
. .

Christian Legal Society
yice President Rob Wolcott
~

me t0

re^~

gious service."
" I f there

were ever a time
hosts an annual iftaar banquet.
to have interfaith
Rob Wolcott,
——
dialogue," Titus
2L and Vice President of the Christian Le- said, "It would be now."
gal Society, attended the iftaar celebration
After the religious service, students
harboring the hope of building a better and faculty members shared a traditional
understanding among observers of vari- Indian dinner while Ahmed and Sarah
ous religious traditions on campus.
Ilyas, 3L and MLSA President, discussed
"It is always good to sit down and the significance of fasting in Ramadan,
let people talk about their tradition and be Officers of other religious student orgaable to make connections to your own," nizations at the Law School and faculty

members and students of different reli- very open to our notion of fasting and
gious traditions then proceeded to speak took the time to compare it to their own
about fasting in their own traditions.
traditions," Memon said. "It was nice to
For exsee diversity."
ample, Titus
Iris Goldspoke of the
"Jf y ^as good tO have an
stein, President
tradition of fast.
.
... of the Jewish Law
r
ing on the first
environment where I could ask Students Associa.
Sunday of every
month which
observed by
members of the

IS

Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints.
Titus said that

questions. / take it as a high
compliment someone would
invite me to their religious
service. If there were ever a

.

^

^

~ ...

.

tion, also appreciated the MLSA
iftaar celebration,
" I really enjoyed
the event." Goidstein said. "I felt
a renewed sense

time to have interfaith dialogue
it WOUld be now."
of friendship
_ j Reuben Clark Society
™!h™any o f,the

like Muslims
who fast dur.
MLSA members
ing Ramadan,
Member Aaron Titus
and I enjoyed the
members of his ^^mutual learning
church also enexperience." At
gage in spiritual reflection and donate to the celebration, Goldstein spoke about
charity as a part of their fast.
fasting in the Jewish tradition. On Oct.
Wolcott discussed the significance 1-2 this year, Jews observed Yom Kippur
of fasting from a more general Christian (Day of Atonement) with a 25 hour fast,
perspective and noted the importance
The iftaar celebration has already
of fasting in the Catholic observance of inspired more interfaith collaboration for
Lent.
the coming school year. Goldstein said
According to Wolcott, fasting is that she, like other student leaders, has
"based on sacrifice and thereby reminds considered hosting future gatherings of
you of God's presence." Wolcott's com- this sort because "everyone who attends
ments further highlighted the parallels these events takes something positive
between fasting in Islam and in other away from the experience."
religious traditions.
Ilyas also noted her commitment to
Members of the MLSA, including encouraging dialogue between members
Nehal Memon, 1L, and Kashif Sheikh, of different religious traditions at the Law
2L, appreciated the opportunity to share School. The event on Monday was meant
her religious tradition with members of also to allow said individuals to "start to
other faiths.
connect and begin to see the similarities,"
"The other student groups were Ilyas said.
O
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GW Law Students Head to New Orleans for
Hurricane Relief
GW Law students will work with local
organizations to conduct massive intake,
Special to Nota Bene
interviews, legal research and will further
more engage in physical cleanup. They
Just over a year has passed since will provide assistance in areas such as
Hurricane Katrina devastated Southern immigration, housing, insurance, criminal
Louisiana. While the water has receded justice and FEMA claims.
and the debris cleanAccording to
up is well under
Renee DeVigne, As
Approximately thirty GW
way, there are some
sociate Dean for Stu
problems that can
dent
Affairs, the Law
Law students will travel
not be taken care of
School is particu
to New Orleans with
with a garbage bag
larly excited about
or a hammer and
its students' partici
SHN for one a week over
nail. The numer
pation in the SHN
winter break. Students
ous legal problems
volunteer trip.
will provide legal
which individuals
"I fully sup
on the Gulf Coast
port
the
30 GW Law
assistance to one of many
continue to face are
student participants
communities devastated
many and varied
in the Student Hur
and some will take
ricane Network for
by Hurricane Katrina.
years to resolve.
their commitment
The Student
to provide pro bono
Hurricane Network
legal services in New
(SHN) developed in response to the afore Orleans in early January 2007," Dean
mentioned need. A national association DeVigne said. "I commend their effort to
formed by students to provide long-term devote their time and talent to this cause
legal assistance to Gulf Coast communi particularly since most in the nation have
ties affected by Hurricanes Katrina and forgotten that the city is still in desperate
Rita, SHN organized winter and spring need of assistance."
break trips last year in which nearly one
Dean DeVigne said many students
thousand law students from more than at the Law School who wanted to par
70 law schools traveled to the Gulf Coast ticipate in the SHN volunteer trip were
region. A group of students from the unable to do so because of limitations
Law School will join its ranks in the next of space.
"The fact that there are more [poten
several months.
Approximately thirty GW Law tial] volunteers than spaces available for
students will travel to New Orleans with the trip speaks volumes about the charac
SHN for one a week over winter break. ter of so many GW Law students," she
Students will provide legal assistance to said. "The entire GW Law community
one of many communities devastated by will gain by the goodwill this pro bono
effort is bound to generate!"
Hurricane Katrina.
The Law School's SHN chapter
Along with students at other schools,
BY AMANDA NICOLE RENTZ

is organized under the Equal Justice law students with displaced residents on
Foundation (EJF). A member of Equal a one-on-one basis.
Justice Works, EJF promotes public
Additionally, a new organization
interest law and community service and that developed out of SHN, Law Stu
organizes a number of activities at the dents for Governmental Accountabil
Law School and in the local community ity (LSGA), addresses the fundamental
to raise money for
changes necessary
work in the public
to prevent another
interest.
disaster such as
"/fully support the 30 GW
EJF Presi
the one that fol
Law student participants
dent Kiva Feldman
lowed Hurricane
in the Student Hurricane
discovered the re
Katrina.
cently organized
In partner
Network for their
SHN last spring
ship with SHN
commitment to provide pro
and volunteered
and the ABA Law
to be the Law
Students Division,
bono legal services in New
School's SHN In
LSGA is current
Orleans in early January
stitutional Liaison
ly developing the
2007
for this year. Her
first comprehensive
efforts resulted in
case demonstrating
~ Associate Dean for
the opportunity for
the federal govern
Student Affairs Renee
the group of 30
ment's responsibil
Law School stu
ity for decisions
Devigne
dents to engage in
which led directly
the SHN trip to
to the flooding of
New Orleans over winter break.
Katrina and Rita.
Feldman's personal ties to New
Law students from around the coun
Orleans have largely motivated her in her try will converge in Washington in March
desire to help those who still suffer as a to lobby Congress for a commitment to
result of the hurricanes.
ensure "the disaster of Katrina and Rita
"As a graduate of Tulane University, does not happen again in the Gulf Coast
I am thrilled to be working on a project region or anywhere in America."
to help a city I love so much," Feldman
During the course of the next
said.
month, SHN members at GW Law will
The upcoming volunteer trip is not man tables in the Law School lounges to
the only way for students to get involved raise funds for their upcoming trip. Dona
in helping Gulf Coast communities re tions will help offset the personal travel
cover from the devastation wrought by the and lodging costs of the students who
hurricanes, aside from organizing events intend to volunteer their time and energy
around the country, SHN also provides to the effort.
students with opportunities to do remote
For more information about SHN
research projects that address the novel and LSGA, please see www.studenthurrilegal issues of the Gulf Coast and matches canenetwork.com and www.lsga.net. •
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Privacy as a Social
Movement
It's the magical election season again
The following scenarios take place
in Washington, where even your shoelace in a world where private companies can
color can be contorted into a partisan "skim" an individual's entire identity, in
issue. In this environment, very few is cluding SSN, DOB, credit history, and lo
sues escape caricature. But
cation, simply by scanning a
privacy is a strange beast;
government-issued Real ID
it seems to have standing
card. This is a world where
on both sides of the politi
the government contracts
cal ideological divide. It is
with massive data brokers to
equally easy to envision
gather detailed intelligence
both a progressive activist
about location, movement
and rural conservative, gun
patterns, purchase habits,
in hand, fighting for the
and credit history, for more
"right to be left alone" or
than three-quarters of its
one of those amorphous
population. A world where
"civil liberties."
personal informa
But for some
tion is stored in
AARON TITUS
thing we can all
massive centralized
agree upon, privacy
government data
doesn't seem to get
bases, and ISPs are
much action.
required by law to
In Brown v. Board of Education, th e track the movements of all users across
Supreme Court upheld the civil rights of the internet.
a minority. But incident to that decision,
Or, in other words, a world not un
America was also experiencing a major like the world in which we live.
social movement—the Civil Rights Move
• Milk, Magazine, and a Profile:
ment. Similar advances in environmental You purchase a gallon of milk and a
legislation have been coincident with the magazine at Mom and Pop's Corner Gro
Environmental Movement. Legal changes cery Store. The clerk says, "We're trying
are often merely a reflection of social to fight fraud. May I have your Real ID
change.
card?" You produce it. He scans it without
Ironically, the issue of privacy rights explaining exactly what information the
has many of the makings for a compelling company retains. Instantly, your entire
social issue. In the in
identity is downloaded
stance of privacy rights,
ito the Mom and Pop's
like the Civil Rights and
database, along with the
It is time for an honest details
Environmental Move
of your purchase.
evaluation and societal Recognizing a possible
ments:
• The government debate about what role revenue source, Mom
actively and objectively
and Pops, Inc. sells this
infringes upon privacy privacy should play in information, including
liberties or rights.
our democracy. After your purchase history
• The private sec
all, from privacy flows and the location of their
tor actively participates
store to a data broker.
the individual rights Soon, you start receiv
in erosion of liberties
and individual protec
ing solicitations in the
enshrined in our
tions.
mail from the dairy and
Constitution
magazine companies.
• A large class of
Later, a company turns
individuals is objectively HBBBB
you down for employ
and adversely affected by
ment when your profile indicates that
these actions.
• The issue appeals to a broad you have a habit of purchasing magazines
spectrum of political ideologies.
that do not conform with the CEO's po
So why isn't privacy a social issue litical preference. The government also
like environmentalism? The answer is, purchases this information and adds it to
in part, that unlike Civil Rights and En your profile.
vironmentalism, "privacy" lacks several
• Traffic Violation: On your way
vital components of a cohesive, successful home, you thoughtlessly cut someone off
social movement. For example:
in traffic. You don't realize that the driver
• Our society lacks a clear, univer is actually a Department of Homeland Se
sal concept of "privacy."
curity employee. Angry at having been cut
• Privacy competes with several off, the DHS employee takes your license
sympathetic, reasonable, and weighty plate number and begins to investigate
values, including safety, protection, and your profile. He quickly finds that you
have a previous misdemeanor and one
security.
• American jurisprudence lacks a outstanding moving violation in Iowa,
single, lucid theory of law on which to several years old, that you had forgotten
to resolve. He notifies law enforcement,
base assertions of privacy.
• Unlike law enforcement, it is which arrive at your workplace with a
difficult to enforce privacy because it warrant for ycwr arrest.
• Automated Surveillance: Us
lacks a set of articulated objectives and
ing new multi-lingual voice recognition
outcomes.
These Achilles heels of privacy software, the NSA is now able to moni
tor more than 85% of all overseas phone
have prevented a social movement from
balancing a steady tide of liberty-eroding calls. A mother calls her son, on foreign
legislation. As difficult as some of these exchange to Egypt, who is learning Arabic
and studying for a degree in Terrorism
shortcomings are, they are addressable.
Prevention. The son excitedly explains
Defining Privacy
Scholars and advocates have made how much he has learned about the ter
several successful attempts to define "pri rorist mindset and recites a few Quranic
vacy." Instead of offering an academic verses in Arabic. He also tells her about his
definition of privacy, I would like you favorite class, "Foiled Terror Plots," and
to imagine, for a moment, how a world explains in detail some of the most recent
foiled terrorism plots. The voice recogniwithout privacy would be different.

Privacy Please

MELISSA ANAGNOSTI

The Main Attraction
I'm in love with the movie releases this year. There are tons of movies I'd like to
see right now until I hear otherwise. Here is my short list: The Departed, Infamous,
A Guard to Recognizing Your Saints, Marie Antoinette, Babel, Catch of Fire, Shut
up and Sing, and Flags of Our Fathers. Let me know if you think any of the above
movies are worth seeing or not. I'll include your written review of the movie in the
column. Here are more eclectic movie picks:
15. When We Were Kings (DOCUMENTARY) featuring Muhammad Ali &
George Forman with cameos by Don King, James Brown, B.B. King, and Mobutu
Sese Suko, the dictator of Zaire. When We Were Kings is my favorite documentary.
I lea rned abou t this d o c w h e n I overheard a few homeless m e n discussing it i n A n n
Arbor. The cameras follow George Foreman, the Heavyweight Champion of the
World, and Muhammad Ali, the underdog, as the two prepare for the Heavyweight
World Championship fight in Zaire, otherwise known as the "The Rumble in the
Jungle." The doc is a little time capsule of history, so you don't have to love boxing to
watch it. It's funny to see George Foreman before he was selling grills and mufflers.
He was quite serious and imposing as opposed to Ali, who was quite the showman.
I recommend this doc to everyone, but if I 'm on a date and I bring it up, it's the kiss
of death. It means I'm bored to death.
16. Kids (DRAMA) starring Leo Fitzpatrick, Sarah Henderson, and Chloe
Sevigny. Kids garnered a surprising amount of attention and two thumbs up from
Siskel and Ebert when it found itself in limited release as a small independent film.
The film follows a promiscuous and not particularly bright city kid as he spreads
himself and HIV all over New York. Quite frankly, this picture is not polished or even
what I consider good. However, I think it's an important piece in order to remembei
the epidemic of HIV in America's cities and a world without protease inhibitors.
Plus, it contains cool footage of a club I used to go to as a kid and a pretty decent
sound track.
17. James and the Giant Peach (ANIMATION) with the voices of Simon Cal
low, Richard Dreyfuss, Susan Sarandon and Jane Leeves, directed by Henry Selick.
This movie is the incarnation of Richard Dahl's famous children's book of the same
title. It was produced by Tim Burton, so it has that Nightmare Before Christmas/
Corpse Bride feel. I still love "kid" movies, and I promise you'll get a kick out of this
one. I dragged my college boyfriend kicking and screaming to see the movie in the
theater, and he loved it. This movie is also crucial for lovers of the AAlman Brother's
album Eat a Peach, which is, of course, also one of my personal favorites.

18. It Happened One Night (ROMANTIC COMEDY) starring Clark Gable
and Claudette Colbert, directed by Frank Capra. This 1934 Frank Capra production
took home 5 Academy Awards, including: Best Picture, Best Actor, Best Actress, Best
Director, and Best Screenplay. It's the oldest film on my list simply because it's the
oldest film I've ever seen. The storyline is about a young, spoiled heiress named Ellie
who escapes her controlling father, taking him on a wild goose chase from Miami to
New York. Along the way to New York, Ellie is forced to befriend a wise-ass reporter
played by Clark Gable who hopes to use the weE-reported story of the missing heiress
to revitalize his career. Of course, along the way to New York, the pair fall in love.
EEie, however, is already married, and Clark Gable's character refuses to recognize
EUie as more than a spoiled "brat." This movie is absurdly relatable to anyone who
has ever fallen in love. Clark Gable and Claudette Colbert are clearly having a great
time acting together. You almost feel like they are improvising, which they very well
may have been. Also, it's a pretty sexy movie. I'm not kidding. There are scenes of
Clark Gable buttoning and unbuttoning Claudette's blouse and slapping her ass.
19. All That Jazz (DRAMA/COMEDY) starring Roy Scheider and Jessica
Lange, directed by Bob Fosse. This is director/choreographer Bob Fosse's (Chicago,
Cabaret) self-indulgent tail of himself told through the character of Joe Gideon. Joe
Gideon is a chain-smoking, womanizing, Dexedrine-popping workaholic, who flirts
with his own mortality whEe choreographing a new stage production. This film has
great footage of the dance audition and dance rehearsals. In addition, there's footage
of a live open heart surgery for those of you who have never seen one. You must like
Broadway in order to watch this movie.
20. The Swimming Pool (MYSTERY) starring Charlotte Rampling and
Ludivine Sagnier, directed by Francois Ozon. When British mystery author Sarah
Morton retires to her publisher's villa in the South of France to find inspiration for
her next novel, she unwittingly embroils herself in a murder involving the publisher's
femme fatale daughter Julie. Julie and the reserved British novelist are diametrically
opposed, so there is interesting character interaction in most of the scenes. In addi
tion, Ozon pulls out a true surprise ending.
•
tion software recognizes a large amount
of suspicious activity, and the presence
of Arabic. As a precaution, the software
automaticaUy places the mother and aU
members of the household on a Terror
ism Watch List. Later, the family can't
figure o ut why they experience hours of
additional delays at airports, bus stations,
and the DMV.
Privacy is more than a mere conve
nience; it is a necessity. The tide of antiprivacy legislation is upon us, but without

the strength of a social movement, public
debate has been muted or nonexistent.
It is time for an honest evaluation and
societal debate about what role privacy
should play in our democracy. After aU,
from privacy flows the individual rights
enshrined in our Constitution: freedom
of speech, freedom of association, and
freedom of choice.
Aaron Titus hosts "The Privacy Podcast" at www.aarontitus.net/privacy, or on
iTunes. '
O
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I'm a
Educated
' Fool
with Money on My Mind
In a move that sweeps away more
Harvard has potential with this ap
than a century of academic tradition, Har proach. It means that in addition to legal
vard Law School has chosen to do away writing, the new crop of lLs will finally
with its own tried-and-true case method have the opportunity to develop some
of study and adopt a new first-year pro practical, hard-wired skills that they will
gram. Approved unanimously by the draw upon day-to-day as lawyers - and
faculty earlier this
not just learn,
GARTLEBY
month, the new 1L
regurgitate, and
program makes its
forget minutiae
appearance next
like the rules of
fall semester. The
adverse posses
school bills it as a curriculum that focuses sion, as has been the course for genera
more on interpreting code than analyzing tions.
cases, one that will encourage the students
Back in the 1880s, Harvard Law
to apply "creative problem-solving" skills Dean Christopher Langdell received
and consider international issues in law praise for injecting the study of law with a
and business.
more active -and aggressive - method of
Say goodbye to opinions that read soliciting participation from his students.
like they came straight from King Arthur's The idea was that you could think about
Court, the ones that discuss the merits an isolated situation and explore all of
of a complaint for "livery of seisen" or its contours, struggling to determine how
"replevin for five-and-twenty
piebald the court came to its conclusion. In the
boars taken from the grand duchy of process, you would attempt to deflect
Purpleacre." Say goodbye to an arbitrary criticism and counter-arguments that
system of cold-calling that demands the would undercut your preconceptions and
recollection of trivial details from an emerge at the end of your grilling with not
overcomplicated fact pattern.
just with one clear, ironclad answer but a
In comes marching modern black- bunch of fuzzy possibilities, each holding
letter law: big, fat, impersonal, heav up better in some parts than in others.
ily-annotated regulations and statutes
I admit, the on-call case method is
straight from Congress and alphabet-soup a great way to simulate the experience of
agencies. What matters now is not the presenting in court. The dialectic culti
gavel of precedent but the minutes of the vates many of the skills necessary to de
committee meeting, the quest to ascer liver a successful oral appellate argument
tain the underlying intent and theoretical before a judge. Students learn how to read
framework to the rules, and the ability to carefully, pick up on broader themes, and
learn how to utilize fully those rules as a make analogies and distinctions. Assum
ing the instructor properly engages them,
means for judicial relief.

A Story of K Street

this makes a good approach for courses Harvard faculty recognized and are at
based heavily upon abstract theory or tempting to rectify.
comparative analysis, like the humanities
Assuming that this reformed pro
or social sciences.
gram catches on, I see other schools
But it is not as successful with regard copying it sometime soon, which begs
to legal studies. In law, trying to extricate the question: is this the death of the tra
rules and principles a priori solely through ditional case method, once and for all?
case analysis is akin to looking through With the trends that Harvard has proven
the wrong end of
itself capable of set
the binoculars.
ting, this could be a
There comes
watershed moment
Say goodbye to opinions
a moment of en
for us.
that read like they came
lightenment for
Bear in mind
many of us, I think,
straight from King
that GW, with its sta
when we realize
tus as a feeder school
Arthur's Court, the ones
that we learn more
for many federal
that discuss the merits of
from our supple
regulatory agencies
in
the District, is an
mentary materials
a complaint for "livery
ideal candidate for
than from the as
of seisen" or "replevin
this sort of overhaul.
signed material that
for five-and-twenty
Then too, plenty of
we are to discuss in
class. For all the
employers complain
piebald boars taken
touted benefits, the
that students - even
from the grand duchy of
case method and
top students - exit
the books that are
law school still not
Purpleacre."
designed for its ap
having a good idea
plication typically
of how to write a
fail to prefigure legal material so that it memo or read a statute. With these consid
can be absorbed easily and applied by the erations, our faculty might well decide to
student. Hence, it does little to help them adopt a similar 1L curriculum. Though it
assemble material into a form of helpful might cause uncertainty and confusion for
organization that will enable them to do the first few years, the experience of get
well on an exam. Instead of Langdell's ting a chance to practice what real lawyers
method treating cases as illustrative ex do will outweigh such setbacks. Carefully
amples, they become an end rather than implemented, it will give a great sense of
a means. That's what it's ultimately about training wheels for a student before he
in practice, but it's the wrong approach takes his first summer job and begins to
to take with learning. That is what the define his career.
•

In Pursuit of the Van Vleck Final Four
With the combination of Van Vleck ing to figure out whether the first amend
this weekend and the sign-up period for ment can be invoked to prevent the FBI
the Jessup (international law) and McK- from disclosing someone's identity even
enna Long (government contracts) Moot though it has already been disclosed. Read
that again, and if you can
Court Competitions on the
make sense of it would you
near horizon, I thought I
mind coming to Stuart 403
would stray from the tradi
on Saturday in a suit and
tional student organization
arguing for me because I'm
profile a little. I've spent the
last month working on the
lost. However, I don't want
Van Vleck Competition, and
anyone to take this is as a
I thought I would give you
negative criticism of the
all a glimpse into what doing
people who wrote the prob
one of these competitions is
lem. Actually, I think they
like. I've also talked to some
are geniuses for coming up
Moot Court Board members
with it. The facts are com
about what the payoff of
pletely plausible, and the
making the Board involves.
legal issues could definitely
Hopefully, this
come before
information
JASON SOMENSATTO
the Supreme
will be of some
Court in the
near future.
ing whether
•?
But the truth
you should
is I'm no Lau
really put the effort into competing in rence Tribe, and I feel like I'm in over my
one of our school's multiple moot court head no matter how long I think about
the problem.
competitions.

help in dedd Beyond the Free Pizza

The Problem
The problem for Van Vleck is impos
sible. I work part time at a law firm, and
I've become accustomed to researching
legal issues that, for the most part, have
already been decided. I like my job, but
when I signed up for Van Vleck, I was
looking forward to getting to do legal
research on a more interesting and novel
legal issue. About ten minutes into reading
the problem I regretted that decision.
So I have spent the past month try

The Competition
Interestingly enough, despite all the
time that writing the brief requires, oral
arguments are what really count in mak
ing it to the promise land of the Moot
Court Board. Although out in the real
world good writing is king in presenting
a winning legal argument, I like that the
emphasis is on the oral argument here at
school. Nevertheless, I would be remiss
if I didn't give my suggestion for an alter
native to the traditional scoring (where a

team's total score is based 40% on their Board. (And for a very talented few, t he
brief and 60% on their oral arguments).
goal is to get to argue in front of Alito and
My idea: Van Vleck March Mad possibly win this competition. I'm not get
ness. Here's how it works. Teams are seed ting my hopes up... even George Mason
ed in an NCAA-style bracket solely based didn't make it that far). The Board runs
most of the Moot
on the quality of their
Court Competitions,
briefs. Whether a
team moves on to
and as a member,
So I have spent the
the next round is
you are designated to
past month trying to
determined only on
a committee to work
whether they can
figure out whether the
on a specific compe
beat their opponent
titions. Board mem
first amendment can be
in oral arguments.
bers are also allowed
invoked to prevent the
Currently, none of
to compete in ex
the competitors are
ternal
competitions
FBI from disclosing
and are required to
really sure during
someone's identity even
the oral arguments
compete in an upperwhether they are though it has already been level competition if
they qualified for the
doing well because
disclosed.
Board through the
they have nothing to
1
First Year Competi
which they can compare themselves. But under my system, tion. They also help advise and prepare
you could be the 44th seeded team and other competitors for oral arguments.
know you're dominating the 1st seeded
Although my experience with Van
team as you watch them self-destruct Vleck may cause you to feel reluctant to
under the pressure and start jumbling sign-up for a Moot Court Competition,
words around. I'm imagining observers and perhaps the Board doesn't seem like
text messaging their friends during the the most interesting student organization
competition, "Mason over UConn... his you could join. I would, however, still urge
tory baby!"
you to compete for two reasons. First, you
won't get the chance to argue complicated
The Board
legal issues like these in an appellate court
Because my column is supposed to scenario again until you are over 50. You
focus on informing you guys about stu are not Jeffrey L. Fisher (go ahead and
dent organizations, I should tell you about Google him). Second, making the Moot
why students subject themselves to ana Court Board is a pretty big honor and is
lyzing these very difficult problems and a much better resume line than what I
nervously sweating through their wool still put on my resume just to fill up the
suits during oral arguments. The goal for page: Golf Course Maintenance Worker
most students is to get on the Moot Court - Bunker Raker.
•
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Beyond

Mr. La Russa Goes to
Washington

The world of politics has long biggest steroid users ever on his teams),
been infiltrated by outsiders — Ronald and he is a lawyer (J.D. from Florida
Reagan, Arnold Schwarzenegger, Teddy State). To date, La Russa has made 18
Roosevelt, to name a few. Yes, Teddy strategic moves this postseason, and 19
Roosevelt is a political outsider. How else of them have been correct (we're adding
do you explain his zero
on an extra correct move
first-place finishes
in
in anticipation of what is
the President Race this
obviously forthcoming).
season at RFK? Surely
This kind of strategic
a true Beltway Insider
skill is desperately needed
would have been able
in Washington today,
San Diego, CA - Packing my bags have to end in a May break up. From the to bribe his way to at
although we do already
for Buenos Aires, I can't help but contem- "Beyond Embargo" perspective, I recog- least one win. Some
have a president who's
plate my heart-ache and love-lost during nize that I raised a wall between my stud- times former athletes
never made a mistake.
1L year. To the wiser, but especially to ies and love life, leaving little room for the and coaches find their
Leyland, on
those of you juggling in or out of a rela- relationship to breathe, much less grow, way into politics, but as
the other hand, has a
tionship while in law school, I hope this Notwithstanding my faults, a relationship, the Governator proved
mustache, and polls
week's "Beyond Embargo" can speak to especially in law school, undoubtedly a few years ago, any
show that 87% of voters
you.
"takes two to tango."
likable celebrity run
in red states have mus
Some have said "Law is a jealA dance mixing love and law has ning against a weak op
taches, giving him loads
ous mistress," everto be an experiment ponent will probably
of street cred with
JONATHAN AUERBACH
demanding of our
where each party must win, even if they have
Republicans. Also,
time, eternally needy
Some have Said "Law is understand the pur- zero political experi
he is old, which will
for our attention, per.
.
pose. Even the most ence. With that said,
get him the AARP
petuaiiy nagging at a jealous mistress, ever- ideal match _ some_ I am hopeful that we
vote (although, he is
our livelihood, and
demanding of our time, one who shares your will soon see more sports figures running apparently the same age as La Russa,
if you permit me to
values and commit- for office. Here are the breakdowns of yet looks 20 years older. That mustache
eternaUv needv fnr nur
construe the expres^
^I
ments — can devolve these potential future races.
must be eating up all of his life energy).
sion most poignantly
attention, perpetually
into anarchy when
The important thing about Leyland is that
- precluding us from
nagging at our livelihood, either party feels
Bill Belichick (R-MA) v. Matt Mil- he knows how to teach born losers how
engaging in a healthy
. .2
.
snubbed.
len (D-MI)
to win, something the Democrats obvi
and balanced love-reand IJ you permit me to
Most imporThis race is not as one-sided as it ously don't know how to do. Under his
lationship.
Construe the expression tantly, whether or not appears. Everyone already thinks Belich guidance, the Democrats could win every
In principle,
most Doiunantlv
your partner happens ick is a brainiac, but
toss-up state running
prior to entering law
must poignantly
to be in law school, look where that got
rookie senatorial can
school, I couldn't dis—precluding US from
she/he must be will- A1 Gore. His platform,
didates and washeding to make certain
however, of fiscal re
agree more. As a hopeengaging in a healthy
up journeymen with
Yes, Teddy Roosevelt is
less romantic wrapped
,
concessions that are sponsibility will reso
bad
tempers who hate
an" balanced loveup and protected by
certainly beyond the nate strongly with a lot a political outsider. How
cameras.
an unyielding Budrelationship.
scope of the typical
else do you explain his
of voters. The Patriots
dha-mind-shell, I had
everyday American are $20 million under
Phil Jackson
zero first-place finishes
always believed that
romance,
the cap this season,
(D-CA) v. Larry
in the President Race
the condition of a re[You can con- which, if translated
Brown (I-wherevlationship is a reflection of oneself, that sider this my formal Declaration In Sup- to the federal budget,
er the winds takes
this season at RFK?
happiness is found only from within and port Of Law Students' Motion To Dismiss would mean a $400
him)
Surely a true Beltway
that my "enlightened," love-filled relation- Needy Significant Others.]
billion reduction in
Jackson is a
ship would subsist through casebooks
Figuratively, this means your signifi the federal budget in
Insider would have been born winner. He sur
thick and thin.
cant other must be willing to share you just one year. That's
rounds himself with
able to bribe his way to
Needless to say, there is no way to with the "jealous mistress," even if Glan- quite a platform. Also,
talent and uses that
at least one win.
predict how jealous or sexy the mistress non or Blum need to spoon you in bed.
Belichick hardly gets
talent to win. As Prescalled "law school" will be.
But in literal terms, given the level any sleep, since he
ident, Jackson would
I may be unique, but somewhere of commitment involved in attending is constantly trying
no doubt assemble
in the face of endless quasi-interesting law school, your partner must be weary to outthink his oppo
one of the best cabi
reading, daily class preparation, untimely of making demands of you. If you're nents. This would be a huge improvement nets of all time, with MJ as Secretary of
LRW assignments, applying for a summer coupled with someone who demands your over our current president, who doesn't State, Shaq as Secretary of Defense, Kobe
job, worrying about my outlines, and five time when you can least afford it, you are even stay up late enough to catch the 10 as Attorney General, and Red Auerbach
weeks of no life prior to exams, I lost my likely to have problems,
O'clock news.
as Postmaster General. This group, how
grip on my relationship.
Simply put, one
Millen, on the other hand, looks ever, would cause a lot of problems for
Indeed, almostunjealous mistress is like a complete moron compared to Phil, so he would probably resign, write
consciously, my capacity
jy
enough,
/L year didn >(
Belichick, but is he that bad a candidate? a book, get named Speaker of the House,
for compassion and atBut at the end of His 21-64 record while president of the and then poison the current President and
tentiveness, my ability to
make me gay. But
the day, only you can Lions is nothing to sneeze at. How many Vice President's food at the same state
relax and "take a break," ft
decide whether the re- other people could be that abysmal at dinner to become President again. The
d[d take a toll on
and ironically, even my
,
lationship is worth it. their job, yet still not get fired? We are second time, only Kobe would be around
desire for good oldmy personal hfe,
From ex£erience it is looking at one of the most charismatic in the cabinet, and Phil would probably
fashioned love-making
including my libido.
quite easy to sacrifice and dangerous individuals in all the free make him do all the work by naming
dissipated as my obseslaw school efforts for world. Wouldn't you rather have this him Secretary of the entire Executive
sion with legal concepts
the sake of a relation- person in the position of President of the Branch.
and quest for law school
„ ship, just as it is to do United States instead of in some other job
Brown wouldn't need the glitz
"success" consumed my life.
the reverse. Only you can judge which of where he could do us real harm? I know I and glamour of such a high profile cabi
No, 1L year didn't make me gay. the two will be more valuable to preserve would.
net. He would take the homeless people
But it did take a toll on my personal life, in the long term.
and hippy protestors out of Lafayette
including my libido.
From the standpoint of having loved
Tony La Russa (I-MO) v. Jim Ley- Park and turn them into the greatest
As introduced in the first issue of and lost in law school, my only advice is to land (D-MI)
Executive Branch in history. Of course,
"Beyond Embargo," so many misgivings be steady in your convictions, and never
This race is a tough one to call, conflict would arise when Brown favors
in life, law, and policy are born of fear, lose sight of your goals nor the reason since both candidates are certified ge Anti-Nuclear Weapons Hippy over Need
distrust, knee-jerk isolationism, and an why you are in law school. Try being niuses. Look at La Russa's track record. Money for Kung Fu Lessons Bum because
outright lack of options (imagination) creative and flexible, but of course, the He knows how to hit (. 199 lifetime bat the hippy went to UNC. After a year or
regarding our immediate choices and worst thing we could do is to compromise ting average), he knows how to win (one so, Brown would get bored, start talking
unlimited potential.
our life ambitions or master plans. After World Series title), he knows how to to Britain about becoming Prime Minister
Maybe my long-distance-turned-co- all, Mr. or Mrs. "Right" would certainly lose (47 playoff loses), he knows how to over there, and then get a huge severance
habitating law school relationship didn't understand.
• ignore the glaringly obvious (two of the payment at taxpayer expense.
•

Love v. Law

Left-Wing Lock
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Fall Foliage
BY EVELYN KIM

Life Outside the Law

homage to the Shenandoah's Skyline
Drive (stretches over 100 miles) to view
the spectacular fall foliage of the Blue
Ridge Mountains. Try leaving town very
early (as early as 6 a.m.) to avoid the con
gestion of the leaf-gawking traffic. Also
try avoiding the more popular entry points
at Front Royal (mile 0.6) or Thorton Gap
(mile 31.5) by taking Route 29 to Route
64, and get on at Rockfish Gap (mile
105.4) in Waynesboro, VA. Also, heading
north instead of south may relieve some
of the congestion.
More info at www.nps.gov/shen/

In continuing my quest to provide
suggestions for fun fall activities, this week
I present some options on how to enjoy
the outdoors as the leaves turn color. Of
course, the main attraction in this area is
Skyline Drive in Shenandoah National
Park. For those who don't have a car,
however, or prefer to stick closer to home,
there are several local ways to appreciate
the beautiful fall foliage. Leaves in this Boathouses on the Potomac
region generally reach their peak in mid to
Taking a leisurely boat ride on the
late October, but rainfall and other factors river may be a great afternoon study
may speed or slow the process. Here are break. There are a couple boathouses on
a few suggestions on ways to bask in the the Potomac in the Georgetown area that
colors of fall:
offer kayak, canoe, and rowboat rentals.
You can paddle your way to Roosevelt
Skyline Drive in Shenandoah National Island and the Georgetown waterfront,
Park
which are all easy rowing distances from
Every year, thousands of cars pay the marinas.

Top Ten

Thompson's Boat Center
2900 Virginia Ave. NW, Washington,
DC 20037
202-333-4861
Thompson's offers kayaks, canoes, and
rowboat rentals. For those who tend to
get seasick, Thompson's also offers bike
rentals for use in nearby trails in Rock
Creek Park, along the C&O Canal, or on
the National Mall.
More info at www.thompsonboatcenter.
com
Jack's Boathouse
3500 K St. NW, Washington, DC 20007
202-337-9642
Located under the Key Bridge, Jack's of
fers kayak (single and tandem), canoe,
and rowboat rentals. Parking is free.
More info at: www.jacksboathouse.com
Mt. Vernon Bike Trail
Off of the George Washington Parkway,
Alexandria, VA 22121
703-289-2500

This great trail winds along the
Virginia-side shoreline of the Potomac
and stretches from Theodore Roosevelt
Island to Mount Vernon—a total of 18.5
miles. The trail caters to all skill levels, as
it is paved for your biking pleasure. Activi
ties along the way include hiking through
Roosevelt Island (bring your lock because
no bikes allowed on the island), stopping
by the shops at the Old Town Alexan
dria waterfront, and touring Mt. Vernon
(George Washington's 500 acre estate).
There is parking at Roosevelt Island as
well as various lots along the trail.
More info at www.nps.gov/archive/
gwmp/mvtmap.html
Before undertaking any fall ad
venture, check out these hotlines to get
updates on where to find the region's
best foliage.
Maryland: 800-532-8371
Shenandoah Valley: 800-434-5323
U.S. Forest Service: 800-354-4595

GW P

opportunity to develop pre-trial and trial techniques, and no one is better
In early November, 2Ls and 3Ls will have the opportunity to
situated to teach the class than Judge Urbina. In his 12* year on the D.C.
pick their spring classes. Facing a dizzying array of courses, students will
District Court, Urbina offers practical insights on successful courtroom
select classes in more than 17 areas, such as commercial law, government
lawyering
from effective examination of witnesses to jury selection.
contracts, and intellectual property.
The vast number of choices can be paralyzing. Counseling sessions,
6. Stephanie Ridder, Family Law Seminar
online course selection guides, and meetings with faculty are invaluable
For over twenty years, Ridder has challenged G W students to consider
resources forgetting advice. But perhaps the most sensible method of
issues
of gender, family, and the law. In small seminar-style classes she
picking classes is to choose the best professors. After all, a dynamic teacher
has explored compelling problems in the theory and practice of family law
can make any course enjoyable, and even potentially fascinating classes can
and
her spring seminar focusing on reproductive rights promises to be no
be a lost cause with a lackluster professor.
exception.
So who are GW's top professors? Although statistics don't capture
everything - several of my favorites didn't make this
DANIEL GREENSPAHN
7. Ira Lupu, Constitutional Law II
list - based on course evaluations from classes taught
Specializing
in Constitutional Law, Lupu is particularly
over the last five years, your fellow GW classmates
., TT.
y
well
suited
to
teach Con Law II given his scholarly
think the following 10 professors are GW's best*:
L Lid AOf) Adfl
writings on the First Amendment's religion clauses.
th year at G W, Lupu once again will be teaching this popular
In
his
15
1. David Brunori, State and Local Taxation
course on individual rights and liberties focusing on the first and fourteenth
A Professor of Public Policy, Brunori also teaches this tax course at the law
amendments.
school, which has received consistently strong reviews since 2001. The
course addresses the taxation of real and personal property, business and
8. Roger Schechter, Trademark & Unfair Competition Law
personal income, and sale and use taxes among other topics.
Perhaps the most popular IP lecturer at GW, Schechter will be focusing
his spring course on trademark rights, infringement, licensing, remedies,
2. Gregory Maggs, Counterterrorism Law
and
related issues. Having received the law school's Distinguished Faculty
Having achieved rock-star status at GW (to say nothing of his having clerked
Service
Award twice and rave reviews every semester, Schechter is a must
for two Supreme Court Justices), Maggs will be teaching on this popular
for
all
students
before graduating.
topic in the spring. As for his expertise, Maggs's "Terrorism and the Law"
casebook makes it clear that when it comes to this subject, he literally wrote
the book.
3. Daniel Gordon, Comparative Public Procurement
GW's Government Contracts program is highly regarded, and the school
has the good fortune of having Gordon, deputy general counsel of the
Government Accountability Office, teaching again this spring. An adjunct
faculty member for several years, Gordon will be co-teaching with also
popular Professor Yukins.
4. Ralph Steinhardt, Conflict of Laws, International Litigation
A veteran of first-rate international NGOs, the U.N., academia, and private
practice, Steinhardt is offering two courses in the spring that capitalize on
his professional experiences. Conflict of Laws focuses on legal problems
that transcend national boundaries, while International Litigation analyzes
litigation in U.S. courts of cases having international elements.
5. Ricardo Urbina, Trial Advocacy
For anyone interested in litigating. Trial Advocacy is an invaluable

9. Luize Zubrow, Secured Transactions
Aspiring commercial lawyers will greatly benefit from this survey of the
law governing lenders security interests in the assets of debtors. But Zubrow
has not only well prepared hundreds of GW students focusing on business
and corporate law, she's also held the interest of many others who were just
curious about the topic.
10. Sean Murphy, International Law, International Organizations
Murphy brings top-notch credentials to his international law courses
including prior work at the State Department, the U.S. Embassy in The
Hague, and appearances before the International Court of Justice and
numerous other international tribunals. This spring he will be teaching the
International Law survey course and an advanced class examining legal
issues surrounding organizations like the United Nations and the WTO.
•Listings are based on course evaluations from 1,855 classes from 2000 to 2006.
This list excludes those top-ranked professors who are not teaching upper level
courses next semester including Paul Butler, Cathy Constantino, Carol I/ami,
Jennifer Lyman, Jonathan Molot, Robert Peroni, Peter Smith, and Todd Peterson. •

•
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OPINIONS

"I

want
to sue the American Bar Association

I was sitting in professional re my money. Little did I know I was rolling Perhaps my money went towards funding about the rest of you, but the awesome
sponsibility this past week, trying to out the red carpet to credit card companies some great ABA initiative. Maybe my 25 awkwardness resulting from dressing up in
read The Onion online, but one idea kept and insurance salesmen. I received more bucks helped to fund the panel of experts a costume and going to a club filled with
distracting me: I
lawyer-directed chosen to grade presidential judicial nomi law school students (not exactly the most
want to sue the
junk mail than nees (like that
socially adept
American Bar
ACERBUS
I thought pos is even mildly
individuals) re
A.ssoci<itioii. I
*•
•
-w-^ • ,
sible. Did I want useful any
quires
a substan
Little did I know I was rolling
have my rea
to get health more). I truly
tial amount of
out the red carpet to credit
sons. Foremost
insurance that could care less.
alcohol. I guess
among them is
only lawyers All I know is
my pre-gaming
card companies and insurance
irony. The second is the junk mail they could get? Or, how about a sweet rate on that I want my
will have to be
salesmen. I received more
send me. No, ABA, I donot want to come a credit card—it's special for lawyers and $25 back along
a bit more sub
lawyer-directed junk mail than stantial than last
to some stupid luncheon or join a discus future lawyers!
with compen
sion group or renew my membership. The
The only way I escaped their mailing sation for the
year.
I thought possible. Did I wa nt
third, and most
list was by mov- emotional dis
O, I know,
to get health insurance that
important reason,
ing. That's right, tress caused
I know, the SBA
is the way they
only lawyers could get? Or, how did book the par
/ have my reasons. Foremost the ABA forced by all the junk
suckered me into
me to change mail.
ty at a club where
about a sweet rate on a credit
among them is irony. The
joining the stu
where I lived. I
I want to
Danity Kane is
card—it's special for lawyers
dent division of
hate them. I'm make it clear
second is the junk mail they
performing that
the ABA for $25
not sure if any of that my anger is
same
night. With
and future lawyers!
send me. No, ABA, I do
the summer be
this amounts to an not directed to
dope lyrics like
not want to come to some
fore my 1L year.
actionable claim, wards our own
"We in the car,
Anyone else
but I can dream. Student Bar
we ride slow/
stupid luncheon or join a
remember that yel
Like a Congres Association. The SBA does a great job We doin' things that the girls don't do/
discussion group or renew my sional page, I was organizing events where we can dress up The boys stare, we smile back/ All my
low-striped piece
of mail that came
taken advantage (Halloween and Barrister's Ball) and get girls in the yellow Cadillacs, yeah" in their
membership.
to your house be
of (sorry, cheap drunk (Halloween and Barrister's). And "chart topping" single "Show Stopper,"
fore you started
""" joke) and demand all sorts of other events I am sure occur basking in their presence should com
law school? For
compensation.
and are very helpful to everyone.
pletely make up for any shortcomings in
just $25 you could become an official
Of course, this may just be the bitter
As much as I love our SBA, how the alcohol department.
member of the ABA. Wow! By doing so, cry of someone who was dumb enough to ever, I do have a bone to pick with them
Peace out, and I'll see you on the
one would accrue all sorts of amazing respond to some junk mail, but I know for about the Halloween party: only 5 drinks? Danity Kane-inspired dance floor at the
benefits. Being incompetent, I sent them a fact that I received no benefit for my $25. Five drinks? Good God. I don't know Halloween party.
•
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Share your talents
with

Nota
Bene

Newswriters needed,
no experience
necessary.
Pop by our meeting
tomorrow (10/25) at 5
in
L201,oremail us at
notabene@Jaw.gwu.edu

Register for the

2007 McKenna Long &
Aldridge
"Gilbert A. Cuneo"
Government Contracts
Moot Court Competition
Obtain 1 Credit-Hour
At least $1,500 Available in Prize Money
Top 10-15% of Competitors Invited to Join Moot
Court Board
Opportunity to have Briefs Published
Post-Competition Reception at McKenna Long &
Aldridge
Great Networking Opportunities!
No Government Contracts experience required!!
First Round: March 24, 2007 at GW Law School
Semi-Final Round: March 31, 2007 at GW Law School
Final Round: Early April at U.S. Court of Federal Claims
(Date TBA)

For more information, please contact:
Elissa Bretz or Steve Smyers
ebretz@law.gwu.edu or ssmyers@law.gwu.edu
Co-Chairs, Government Contracts Moot Court Competition
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Lessons from Preschool
My mother runs a preschool back founders' purpose in protecting the right
home, and occasionally an argument will to bear arms. In fact, the second amend
break out between the small children. As ment is the only one in the Bill of Rights
the nearest authority figures, the adults that states its purpose prior to stating what
in the room followed a few simple steps: right it protects.
remove the object of diviAlexander Ham
ilton
explained in Fed
sion (probably Bob the
BY JOSH TEITELBAUM
Builder), establish oreralist No. 29 that "...if
circumstances should at
der (preschoolers should
On the Left
return to their neutral
any time oblige the gov
corners of the play time
ernment to form an army
carpet), find out what happened, and es of any magnitude that army can never be
tablish justice (probably mandatory shar formidable to the liberties of the people
ing or a timeout if there is resistance).
while there is a large body of citizens...
It's remarkable how complicated who stand ready to defend their own
our country's response to disruption in rights and those of their fellow citizens."
our schools changes once you replace Bob
If there's any doubt what Hamilthe Builder with a
ton meant by "stand
gun.
ready to defend," he
According to
According to the Centers
said in Federalist No.
28 that "the citizens
the Centers for Disjor Disease Control,
must rush tumultuease Control, there
there were 323 school
were 323 school
ously to arms if the
representatives of the
shootings (meaning
shootings (meaning the
people
betray their
the shooter was a
shooter
was
a
student),
constituents."
student), which re
which resulted in 358
The second
sulted in 358 deaths
between 1992 and
amendment
doesn't
deaths between 1992
1999. If they had all
protect a citizen's
and 1999. If they had
right to own a gun
occurred in my high
because
there is
school, my entire se
all occurred in my high
nior class wouldn't
something inherent
school, my entire senior
have graduated.
in the gun that makes
class
wouldn't
have
it worthy of constitu
Since the begin
tional
protection, but
ning of this school
graduated.
because
the founders
year there have
been twenty-five
feared the threat to
shootings at or near
individual liberty of
schools in the United States. Of those, the a standing national army in peace time.
most conspicuous occurred in an Amish Yet, we have those who oppose all regula
village where ten girls were shot, and five tion targeted at criminal gun use because
were killed. And the response to the latest they fear that their right to bear arms will
rash of school shootings by our society's somehow be infringed.
Crimes involving guns are a national
most visible authority figure?
President Bush said that the "federal problem requiring national solutions.
government should not play the primary Thanks to the gun trace program of the
role in responding to school violence but Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Fire
should instead give out information about arms in the mid-1990's, the ATF found
strategies to help parents and schools that just 1% of gun dealers in America
grappling with the threat of deadly out supplied 57% of crime guns. Where state
gun control laws are weak, they act as
bursts in the nation's schools."
No, of course, the President is not a funnel around states with strong gun
responsible for what happened, but his control laws. The overwhelming majority
response and attitude toward the problem of crime guns are bought in one state and
are emblematic of the hypocrisy of his po trafficked illegally into another. Mayor
Michael Bloomberg of New York has said
sition and that of gun-rights advocates.
The President's signature pre-9/11 that "there's very little that an individual
policy initiative was No Child Left Be city can do to halt the sale of guns to crim
hind (NCLB) - an unprecedented fed inals. This is a national issue that requires
eral intrusion into the traditionally state national attention." Yet, the President let
regulated area of education. President the ban on assault weapons expire in 2004,
Bush reiterated this month that NCLB and we get legislative proposals like H.R.
not only sought to change the law, but 5005, which would restrict the use of this
to change the culture. I find it difficult to trace data to solving crimes rather than
reconcile the President's well intentioned, preventing them and studying the market
if poorly funded and implemented, efforts for illegal guns.
to increase the standards of education in
At the education event the President
our nation through the federal govern held following the recent school shoot
ment with his reluctance to use the same ings, he was confronted by local educators
power to ensure the safety of those same who told him how funding for programs
students. How can we make sure that our to curb school violence had been cut,
students graduate with the skills they need and there was no time to teach civic duty
because they were preparing to meet the
to succeed if too many fail to survive?
The discrepancy in the President's standards of NCLB. The President re
use of the federal government to create sponded, "It takes a higher power than the
change rests in antiquated notions of the federal government to cause somebody to
object of division and misinterpretations love somebody."
of the second amendment. It reads: "A
Maybe. But, the higher power the
well regulated militia being necessary to President alludes to isn't going to provide
the security of a free State, the right of the the continuing support our localities need
people to keep and bear arms shall not be to make sure that the tragedies of early
infringed."
October aren't repeated. When it comes
Gun rights advocates tend to drop to formulating a response to gun crimes in
the opening clause when citing the the United State, it's time to ask: Where
amendment because it is evidence of the are the adults in the room now?
•

The Politics of Fear
As a nation we must make the deci- experience some of the lowest rates of
sion to deal with the real causes of school violent crime in the country. Florida's conviolence. We must look for the reasons troversial expansion of the castle doctrine,
why people kill their classmates and allowing armed citizens to defend themthe concordant warning signs of violent selves without having to attempt to flee
individuals. If we react
an attacker, has resulted
irrationally by blaming
GY ADAM J. BESTER
'n Florida's lowest crime
the firearms instead of
rates since 1971.
the actors responsible,
Oil the Right
Consider the elwe risk depriving lawderly Clyde Colley, who
abiding citizens of both
last year shot an armed
an important Constitutional right and of intruder in his northern Virginia home,
the ability to defend themselves.
sending the assailant's partner fleeing into
In my experience, the overwhelming the night. Mr. Colley had already been
majority of gun control advocates have shot in the leg by one of the intruders
little or no experience with the positive and was being held captive on the floor of
uses of firearms. Many have never even his bedroom with his elderly wife. Fortuseen, let alone touched
nately, he didn't have to
or fired a real gun. find
out what the two
attac
Their impressions of
jj- ^ react irrationally
kers were planning to do with them
firearms and the peo
by blaming the
after they finished their
ple who own them
robbery.
are formed from the
firearms instead of
images of violence
If we take fire
the actors responsible, arms out of the hands
perpetrated in mov
we risk depriving
of those folks who
ies, music, and on the
would use them for
evening news.
law-abiding citizens
legal self-defense, we
Gun control ad
of both an important
vocates' proclivity to
risk leaving people at
blame the weapons
the mercy of criminals
Constitutional right
used instead of the
who will still get guns
and of the ability to
actors who use them
through theft or on the
defend themselves.
is a distraction from
black market. There is
the real issue: What
no reason to believe
drives school shooters
it will be possible to
to kill, and how do we spot the signs of secure our borders from the international
a killer and stop them before it's too late? arms market. America has thus far been
For the people who insist on treating gun unsuccessful at securing its borders from
control as a panacea, they would do well drug trafficking and illegal immigration,
to remember that there are compelling Guns will find their way into the hands
reasons to exercise caution in drafting of criminals in our streets no matter what
restrictive legislation.
sales regulations or catThe 2nd Amendegorical bans we enact,
ment to the United States
Gun control
Firearm bans in counConstitution guarantees
tries like Great Britain,
the right of the private
advocates' proclivity Australia, and South Afcitizens to keep and bear
to blame the
rica have actually resultfirearms for legal purposed in marked increases
es. Some (but not all) gun
weapons used
in the rates of violent,
control advocates claim
instead of the actors gun-related crimes in
that the 2nd Amendment
• „
these countries.
. .1, TT
, Q
who
use _them is a
to the United States
_
There is room
Constitution guarandistraction from
for mild - "common
tees nothing more than
ffog real issue:
sense" - legislation that
the right of the state to
does not unconstitumaintain a militia. Such
rrriat drives SCrlOOl
tionally infringe upon
an interpretation makes
shooters tO kill, and the right of law-abiding

f ™ . T h . e f ,° f

how do we spot the

d,ize"s"? k e f and bear

Rights, of which the
_
'
arms for legal purposes.
2nd Amendment is part,
signs of a killer and "Common sense" should
was primarily intended
stop them before it's
defined by people
to restrain the power of
^
who have experience
the Federal government
late.
with how firearms work
over "the people," and
and how they are used,
"the people" in the 2nd
We must avoid irrational
Amendment means the same thing as debacles like the now defunct Assault
"the people" in the 1st Amendment, the Weapons Ban. The ban, which had no
4th Amendment, the 9th Amendment, and traceable effect on crime, outlawed weapthe 10th Amendment.
ons owned predominantly by law-abiding
Armed citizens use private firearms
citizens on the basis of their outward apfor self-defense far more
pearance rather than
often than most people
on the basis of how
realize — and with as- We must avoid irrational they worked or whether they were actually
tounding success. Most
debacles like the now
reliable studies by Fedused in crimes. Critics
eral and private entities defunct Assault Weapons Qf President Bush's
conclude that there are
Ban.
policies in the War
between 500,000 and 2
on Terror often say
million successful uses
that we shouldn't trade
of firearms for self-defense annually. In away our freedoms for security. Well, I
the vast majority of self-defense cases, don't want to trade away my freedom for
the firearm used is never even discharged someone else's false sense of security.
(which leads to the difficulty in establish
Adam Bester is a 3L who absolutely
ing an exact figure). States with right- loves debating gun control and the 2"' A mend•
to-carry and self-defense laws routinely ment.
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More on Writing
Opportunities & a Little Bit
of Halloween
Last issue I wrote a 500+ word rant
guarantee, but count on it as a promise
on writing opportunities. Since then, aside
that the SBA will do whatever it can to
from receiving hate mail from the editors
bring a journal to the school for next
of the Nota Bene for challenging the pres
year. (Hey, I need something to write
tige of their esteemed paper (ok, I admit
about in my column.)
the Nota Bene is our own Northwest Cur
Now that I havegotten your hopes
rent), my Executive Board and I decided
up I am going to milk this moment to
we would put our money
push the Annual Hallow
where our mouth is. (Once
een Party. First, thank you
we realized we didn't have
to Katie Raimondo, Janelle
any money, we decided to
Itube, and Sherry Shenoudo what student govern
da for finding us a venue
ments do best... form a
(Fur nightclub.. .don't you
committee.)
just love club names) and
Here is what we are
keeping tickets cheap (only
going to do: First, the SBA
$15). It was hard to top
Senate is going to rank a
last year's venue (H20),
list of unaffiliated jour
especially given all the
nals (ABA and otherwise)
great media attention the
venue received in the week
provided to us by Dean
leading up
Schooner.
(Flashback:
Next issue
SAM JAM MAL
R a p p e r
I will pro
C a m ' ro n
vide all of
was shot
you (my
c o m i n g
readership
home from
of nine) a
the club), but I think we have. The
list of these journals in the hopes that a
faculty hero will emerge to help us in our
Washington Post deems Fur to be a
efforts. Once we rank our preferences,
place where "people who hate big
we are going to create a Journal Task
nightclubs can hang out," which is
Force, headed by Vice President of Out
perfect for us since most law students
don't go to big nightclubs. (Dancing is
reach, Megan Mocho. This Task Force
is responsible for drafting a proposal, to
not a section on the LSAT, therefore
Dean Lawrence and
law students tend to
Dean Schooner and
be bad at it. Consult
Next issue I will provide your weekly bar re
to the journals the
SBA hopes to reach,
all of you (my readership view.)
for adding another
More informa
of nine) a list of these
journal. We chose to
tion on the Annual
journals in the hopes
push for bringing an
Halloween Party, is
unaffiliated journal
available
at www.
that a faculty hero will
rather than starting
gwsba.com. We even
emerge to help us in our created a Frequently
a new one because
starting a journal from
Asked Questions
efforts.
scratch hasn't worked
section for those of
you who were told
in the past (no faculty
at a young age that there is never a
support). In addition, doing it this way
dumb question. Just a reminder, NO
makes it a lot harder to be told no, since
TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT THE
the costs for bringing these journals is
DOOR. It's just too cold to stand out
lower. Plus, the whole prestige issue,
side in costume and sell tickets.
which seems to dominate any journal
I'll close this week by reminding
debate, is removed.
everyone
to have fun, be safe, and get
Our goal is to bring a new journal
creative
with
your costumes.
•
to GW for next year. Don't hold this as a
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ODDS AND ENDS

Shorts
What's wrong with
lawyer jokes?
Lawyers don't think
they're funny, and nobody
else thinks they're jokes.

Crossword 101

By Ed Canty

Unblemished
Across

1

2

3

4

•

14
13
1 Rind
5 Cuff
17
16
9 Sailboat stabilizer
20
19
13 Small amount
22
14 City on the Nile
15 Opera rendition
25 26
24
16 Clooney's '91 movie
32
31
19 Shade tree
34
20 Require
21 Salary increases
36
37
22 Simba's uncle
41
40
23 Only
43
24 Lowest part
27 Tiff
47
43 46
28 Commercials
52
31 General anesthetic
55
32 For pity's sake
33 Radar targe t
56
34 The Pink Panther's quest
"
37 Tracy's Ms. Trueheart
1 Curve
38 Helper
8 Sunday dinner perhaps
39 "The old
bucket"
9 Couric of Today
40 Before
10 God of love
41 Evergreen trees
11 Hibemia
42 Clergyman
12 Getaways
43 Explosive device
14 Coffee additive
44 Bring ashore
17 Audience perk
45 Man, fo r one
18 Preservative
48 Clean
22 Footprints
49 Old man
23 Empty area
52 Excuse in 34 Across
24 Actress Midler
55 Fossil fuel
25 Not the same
56 Desert haven
26 Not those
57 Tied
27 Iditarod needs
58 Roll call response
28 Similar
59 Egg on
29 Pay phone fodder
60 Strong wind
30 Exhausted
Down
32 Blazing
1 Follows web or work
33 Interlace
2 Germany's Helmu t
35 Umbrella's challeng e
3 Newspaper piece
36 Pupil cover
4 Log Z's
41 Penalty
5 More secure
42 Seperates
6 Told tall tales
43 Sugar producer
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44

When attorneys die, why
do they bury them 600
feet underground?
Because deep down,
they're really nice guys.

"

"

44 Coherent
45 Urge
46 Footwear
47 Exec, plane
48 Pedro's change
49 15 Across performer
50 First victim
51 Sup
53 Distant
54 Table part

Quotable Quote

1 am careful not to
confuse excellence with
perfection. Excellence, I
can reach for; perfection
is God's business.
• • • Michael J. Fox
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Answer on page 11

Horoscopes

Libra (Sept. 23—Oct. 23)
Your slutty Asian schoolgirl Halloween costume
will b e funny only because you are a slutty Asian
schoolgirl.
Scorpio (Oct. 24—Nov. 21)
You will find that Baja is not so "fresh."
Sagittarius (Nov. 22—bee. 21)
Black strech pants are cool if you
are an undergraduate.
Capricorn (bee. 22—Jan. 19)
You'd better start studying hard for the MPRE,
not having sex with your clients isn't as easy as
it sounds.

Aquarius (Jan. 20—Feb. 18)
Although it will inspire you with revelation, your
bell laptop bursting into flames is not the mod
ern day equivalent of the burning bush appearing
to Moses.
Pisces (Feb. 19—March 20)
Your girlfriend kicking you out of her apartment
surprisingly does not consitute extraordinary
rendition.
Aries (March 21—April 19)
Just ask yourself, do medical students dress up
as lawyers for Halloween? No.
Taurus (April. 20—May 20)
Making the Moot Court Board won't be worth
your crying, live, on CSPAN.

Gemini (May 21—June 21)
See, law school exams aren't that bad.
Until they give you the grade.
Cancer (June 22—July 22)
Your vote in the upcoming Congressional election
will go to the candidate with the best coif.
Leo (July 23—Aug. 22)
Nope, it won't work this time either.
Virgo (Aug. 23—Sept. 22)
With limited drink tickets at the Halloween
Party, you will b e getting neither wasted nor
lucky.

